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INTRODUCTION 

include, hut are nnt limited to, geological maps. satellite 
Data that can he used for mineral resource ashessment 

imagery, regional geochemical data, mineral occurrence 
data, geophysical data, mineral titles data, digital elevation- 
contour  data, planimetry  and  structural  information, all of 

data using portable computers in base camps and in the  field 
which can be  digifized.  Geologists now routinely acquire 

and this has been a  common  practice within the British 
Columbia Geological Survey Branch for a number of years 
(MacIntyre, 1991). Geological data are commonly stored in 
CAD-based  files that record  points. lines and  polygons that 
describe geological  features.  Additional  infolmation that 
includes  structural  measurements  and other descriptive  fea- 
tures of field  data  are commonly stored in database man- 
agement  systems that have  assnciated  geographical coordi- 
nates. An integrated  mapping  program that has tied both the 
geological  vector-.based  data  with  the  attributes  that 
describe  the features at specific  geographic locations  has 
been  implemented by the  Ontario  Geological  Survey 
(Brodaric and Fyon, 19x9). Such  systems are  a  step  towards 
an integrated approach  to  data  capture and  management in 
ways that were not previously  possible. 

associated in a  database management system is the founda- 
The integration of spatially  based data with attributes 

tion of a Geographical  Information  System (GIS). The 
development of GIS technology  and  software is a  step 
toward an integrated  system of data collection,  management 
and,  most importantly,  analysis. Thc analytical tools that are 
being developed fnr  spatial data are  the  most  important 
features of CIS packages. 

geoscience.  The  proliferation of spatially  based  data 
The use of spatially  based  digital data is  not unique to 

prompted  the  British Columbia  government  to implement 
the Corporate Land Information  Strategic Plan in order to 
provide a framework through which geographically based 
data could he stored,  managed  and  disseminated within the 
land information  infrastructure (DMR  Group, 1989). The 
Geological  Survey  Branch will he participating in the 
implementation of the land information  infrastructure  and 

geoscience informalion  gathered or created by the  Branch in  
must  he  able to store, manage, model and disseminate 

digital form. 

* Canada - British Columbia Pannership Agreement on Mmeral Development 

Geolofiical Fieldwork 1991, Paper 1992-1 

project,  funded by the Canad;~ . British Columhia "arr- 
The Geological  Survey Brmch has t:mbal  ked on a :ilut 

nership  Agreement on Mineral Development to implr:trberlt 

capture and integrate the wealth #of digital infc rmation aiai - 
and  assess the usefulness o f  a GIS. ?he main goal !i to 

able for a mineral resource asser srnent study n the Smiihets 
area. The implementation of a C.IS will dso t e used tc' Inet:t 
the  requirements and assist in the inlplemfntation 01 the 
land information strategic pla?. As geologic 11 data are, for 
the  most  part,  geographicall) -rased, the us? of a GI!; I S  

particularly well suited to geological applic Itions A Iprr- 
vious  study by Bartier  and Kell8i.r (199(') i n k  gated  strt::lrl- 
sediment  geochemistry with hedrnck geolop y using B IGIS 
and was shown  to he a  superihr mears of :xaminirlh the 
data. 

The assessment of spatiall:! based data u ing auton~atic 
methods is not new. Previously. studiel of swatially r(elated 
geological  phenomena were ;applied to part cular dat:lreis 
that were  assembled for speril'ic applicatic ns ( q . .  E:ew 
chemical  datasets). Assessmms of gAd c:posits in the 
Abitibi belt of Ontario were ~:al+ied oLlt by 4gterherg and 

deposit occurring within a giver area, b.rsed I n  the dist~.ibtt- 
Kelly (1971). They modelled the prnbabi ity of a [:old 

tion of gold deposits  over the 'entire area. Aore recertly, 
studies of data integration ancl ;lssesstnent u ;ing GIS lave 
heen carried out in other provinces  and cou itries (Gerwge 
and  Bonham-Carter, 1989; Ik~nham-Carte~ e f  ul., 1 Mi; 
Rock ef a/ . .  1990). The main pl~rpose c'f dal, integration i s  
to co-register spatially  based il-~fnrmat~on 51 that the data 
can he interrogated using auto~n:~tic  or nlanua techniques clf 
analysis. 

Resource assessment of sps.ti;llly based &ti :a requir,?:;  the 
integration  of  informatiotl onto 2 .  co11mon set  ( s f  

evaluate the data by choosirg  one or mor: "layers ' rmf 
georeferenced coordinates and the ability t~ examine and 

rate coding of the data. Mo!;t maps m d  d gital &ala are 
information. One of the most ch,allengirtg prc blems is arch: 

coded with the  Universal  TrarlsMercatc,r pro ection (1J I " )  
coordinates which, in North America, ate has :d on !.he 327 
North American  Datum (NP.1127). This d. tum is d:tet- 
mined from parameters which dci.fine flattenir g of the g:t>id. 
Adoption of the 1983 North Amsrican  1)atun (NAD8.3 has 
resulted in a new set of parameters for geoco ling. Corder.. 
ing  between  the two standards is not a diffi :ult proce:lure 
(B.C. Ministry of Lands  and  Parks, 195l), hm Bwever,  kr1<3w- 

coding will cause errors in d x d  modding and analysi:;, 
ing which datum was used is important. Error ; introdul:oi in 

particularly  with  raster-based  images wh :re the offset 
between two layers can result in shifts of ieveral pixeli. 
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SELECTION OF THE  GEOGRAPHICAL 
INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Aronoff (1989) presents  a  general overview of geograph- 

cepts,  features and  capabilities. Van Driel and Davis  (1989) 
ical information systems.  The review describes their con- 

and  Agterberg  and Bonham-Carter  (1989) contain papers 
that describe methods of data integration  and  the  application 
of  GIS  to  specific geological  problems.  Bartier (1991) has 
reviewed  the requirements and features for a successful GIS 

British Columbia.  The choice of the right GIS is complex. 
implementation for use in mineral resource  evaluation in 

Bruce  and  Davidson (1991) outlinc  a  systematic  process for 
selecting  a  system based on user requirement\.  Image  anal- 
ysis systems which are raster-based can  complement  vector 
and  raster-based GIs packages  (Bonham-Carter,  1989) par- 
ticularly when satellite  imagery is used. 

microcomputer-based GIS package, TERRASOFT@  as the 
The  Geological  Survey Branch selected  a commercial 

initial GlS package  for  resource  assessment  (Note: Ihe 
Branc.h r l o m  n o r  cndorsr fhe IISL' of any parficfdlar commer- 
cial Gt'ogruphiml Inflr-nlution Sysrem). The selection of  the 
TERRASOFT  system was based on the  comparison of four 
GIS  packages in which the cost,  ease  of  implementation, 
ease of training  and  compatibility with the land information 
infrastructure strategy of the  British Columbia  government 
wcre  the main considerations.  The  package i s  heing evalu- 
ated  through the Mineral Resource  Assessment  Study  and 
may no1 be the only  GIS package that will be used. 

GEOGRAPHICAL  INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT, DATA INTEGRATION 
AND  RESOURCE  ASSESSMENT  OF  THE 
SMITHERS  (93L) AREA 

of  guidelines  for a  manual  mineral  potential assessment that 
Richards (in preparation) has developed a systematic  set 

are based on a  study of the Smithers  area  map sheet (93L) 
(Tipper and  Richards,  1976; Richards and  Tipper, in prt'pa- 
r-ation). The  guidelines were derived  from a  mineral  poten- 
tial evaluation scheme  devised by McLaren  (1990)  and 
based on the presence of anomalous regional geochemistry, 
the  presence of mineralization  and conditions of favourable 
geology. Richards'  scheme  departs  from McLaren's in that 

presence  or  absence  of  known  mineral  occurrences  or 
the assessment of mineral  potential is not based on the 

regional geochemical  data. I t  is instead, primarily  based 
upon the fundamental  premises of the geological  controls  on 

era1 deposit models. The  presence of mineral deposits and 
the formation of hydrothermal  mineral deposits, and  min- 

regional geochemistry are  secondary  factors. The quality of 
the map created by this  scheme is dependent upon the 
quality of the geological  map used to derive  the  mineral 
potential map. 

The  assessment  process  follows three  stages: 

(I) Creation of a  base map using the  fundamental  charac- 

mineral deposits.  The basic premises that control  the 
teristics  required for the formation  of  hydrothermal 

deposition of a hydrothermal mineral deposit are: (a) all 
hydrothern1al mineral deposits require  a conduit  for the 

flow of hydrothermal solutions,  (b) they all require  a 
porous  medium fbr mineral  deposition and (c), they  all 
require  a  heat source.  The base map is created by 
outlining  features that may  represent conduits,  deposi- 
tional sites,  sources of heat,  and  includes faults, hea r s ,  
and  their  intersections  and  their  proximity to intrusive 
bodies. 

(2) Creation of one map, derived from a  set of mineral 
potential  maps  based  upon  the  geologic  controls 
implied by the  various  mineral  deposit  models. 
Included in the Smithers study were the models that 

canogenic  massive sulphide  and  shale-hosted  mineral 
define  epithermal,  mesothermal,  prophyry,  vol- 

chemistry may  modify this  map. 
deposits. Known mineral deposits and  regional geo- 

(3) Creation of a  final  mineral  potential map by combining 
the two base  maps.  Known  mineral deposits modify  the 
final map. 

The final map  combines all the stratigraphic,  structural, 
intrusive  and metamorphic  elements that control hydrother- 
mal  mineralization.  as  well  as  known  mineralization 
(Richards and Desjardins, in preparufion), all plotted on a 
single plane ~ the  mineral  potential  map. These  systematic 
rules  define  the  foundation  for a knowledge-based  or 
expen-system  approach using  a GIS. 

presence of a  mineral deposit, the Smithers  area is a  logical 
Considering the  attributes  required to define the  potential 

choice  for a GIS-based  assessment of the  mineral  resource 
potential. The  area is well mapped by the  Geological Survey 
Branch  and  the Geological  Survey of Canada, and  has  been 

exploration  geologists.  The  area  also  includes a  wide  variety 
the  subject of various studies  carried out by universities  and 

events  (at  least  three:  Jurassic,  Late  Cretaceous  and 
of mineral deposits related to a number of metallogenic 

Eocene). In addition,  regional  geochemical  survey  and 
MINFILEB  data  are  available  for the  area. Terrain resource 

Parks  are available in digital form.  Numerous  land-use 
information data  (TRIM)  from the  Ministry of Lands  and 

issues are being considered in the area. 

KNOWLEDGE-BASED  SYSTEMS  AND 
RESOURCE  ASSESSMENT 

tematic approach based on a  structured analysis  of the 
Resource  assessment of multiple datasets  requires a sys- 

information.  The  analysis  procedure requires  integration of 
both qualitative ( t ' . ~ . ,  rock texture)  and  quantitative  data 
(geochemical  analysis).  Most  systems  have the ability to 

complexity.  Historically,  the most  common applications of 
manage three-dimensional data with varying degrees of 

three-dimensional data  are in ore  deposit modelling.  More 
recently,  digital  elevation models  (DEM)  have been  incor- 

pan of this study,  our investigations will he restricted to the 
porated into a  few  limited geological  studies. For  the  initial 

two-dimensional map  plane. 

polygons. Points  usually  define  locations where  specific 
Geological  data  can  be  composed  of points,  lines  and 

attributes are recorded. as in a geochemical analysis  repre- 

ment such as a strike  and  dip.  Qualitative attributes  may 
senting several elements,  or it may he a  structural measure- 
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